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finally!!
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2

not so fast?
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calculating?

!
3500 bce: sundials	


!
1400 bce: Egyptian water clocks	


!
700 ce: hourglasses	


!
1086: Su Sung's water tower	


!

4
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automata
1300: mechanical clocks 
Richard of Wallingford  
celestial instruments & St Albans' clock	


5

Richard of  
Wallingford  
1292-1336

Derham, The Artificial Clock Maker, 1696
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beyond time
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Schickard  
1623 Pascal 1642 Leibniz 1671

17th century calculations	

Napier's "bones"	


Schickard's astronomical calculator	

Pascal's calculator	


Leibniz's binary calculator	


Napier 1617
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overview
inventions 

past and future 

the demand side 

changing business 

changing perceptions
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invention to innovation
"The invention [of television] was no single event. ... a very 

complex interaction between new needs and new inventions ... 

military ... government ... corporate interests ... ." "

-- Williams, Technology and Cultural Form, 1973	


eye witness account 

“What constitutes an invention?--Few simple mechanical 

contrivances are new; and most combinations may be viewed as a 

species, and classed under genera ... [and] pronounced old or new 

according to the mechanical knowledge of the person who gives his 

opinion.""

8
--Babbage, On the Economy of Machinery, ...1832
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who invented the computer?

9

“computer” 
or 

“engine”

calculating

commun-  
icating

registering

controlling

mainframe

desktop

laptop

tablet

cars ...

phones

sorting

the web

loom

vacuum 
tube

transistor

logarithms

registration

logistics

bbs

email
chip

genes

clock

social  
networks

the net

the cloud

logarithm

mill/store

engines

ballistics

accounting

...

...

governors...

...
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getting to (and beyond) 
the computer

!

individual inventors (and investors)	


business / customers 	


government	


military / intelligence	


science / education

10
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individual calculation

11

John Napier  
(a 'computer')	

Mirifici Logarithmorum  
Canonis Descriptio, 1614	


!

Charles Babbage	

Table of Logarithms  
from 1 to 108000  
1827	


John Napier  
1550-1617

Charles Babbage RS  
1791-1871

"I wish to God these 
calculations  
had been executed by 
steam" (1821)
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on the economy of  
machinery and manufactures

12

1: Sources of the Advantages Arising from 

Machinery!

2: Accumulating Power!

3: Regulating Power 
... that beautiful contrivance, 

the steam governor ..."

4: Increase and diminution of velocity!

5: Extending the time of action of forces 
... watches & clocks .. 

automatons!

6: Saving time in natural operations

7: Exerting Forces too great for human power;  and 

executing operations too delicate for human touch!

8: Registering Operations!

9: Economy of the materials employed!

10: Of the identity of the work when it is of the same kind, 

and its accuracy when of different kinds 

11: Of copying

12: On the method of observing manufacturies!

...!

19: On the division of labor !

20 On the mental division of labour  

chapters
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registering operations
pedometer	


turns by the wheel of a carriage	


number of strokes of a steam engine	


coins struck by a press	


watchman … tell-tale	


gauging of casks	


gas meters	


water meters	


13

barometer	


quantity of rain 	


traction of horses	


number of vibrations	


alarms	


glass vase …
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divisions and  
combinations

the division of labor	


automata, computer, copying, registering	


the "hands"  --manual division of labor	

pin-making                   — Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 1776	


!

the "head" --mental division of labor	

"And thinking itself, in this age of separations, may become a 

peculiar craft.""

—Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, 1767	


14

Adam Smith"
1723-1890"
!
!
!
!
!
!

Adam Ferguson"
1723-1816"
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vive  
les 

differences

Adam Smith	


!

M. de Prony	


!

Babbage

15
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!

difference engine

16

f(x) = x2 + 4

“the division of labour can be applied with equal 
success to mental as to mechanical operations”
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analytical engine
general purpose machine  
programmable	


storing	


looping	


branching

17
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Ada Byron/Lovelace	

"a machine that not only would have foresight, but 

could act on that foresight"	


"I want to put in something about Bernoulli's 

Number, in one of my notes, as an example of how an 

explicit function, may be worked out by the engine, 

without having been worked out by human head and 

hands first”               --Lovelace to Babbage, 1843"

!
"Analytical Engine weaves algebraical patterns just 

as the  Jacquard loom weaves flowers and leaves""

--Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, 1843

18

Ada Lovelace  
1815-1852
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Thamus reborn?
[people tend to]  

"first, overrate what we find to be … 

remarkable, and secondly, by a sort of natural 

reaction, to undervalue the true state of the 

case ... The Analytical Engine has no 

pretension whatever to originate anything""

--Ada Byron,"

Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, 1843

19
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difference engines
Georg & Edvard Scheutz	


Scheutz Difference Engine, with printer c 1853	


!

Dudley Observatory, Schenectady	


!

British Government, actuarial calculations 
"English Life Table" 1864

20

Georg Scheutz  
1785-1873

Edvard Scheutz  
1822-1881
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analog predictors
William Thomson,  Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)	


tide predictor, 1872	


!

Lewis Fry Richardson (1881-1953)	


Weather Predictions by Numerical Process,   
1922 [1916]

21
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overview
inventions 

past and future 

the demand side 

changing business 

changing perceptions
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on the demand side
who might want these machines?	


!

why?	


!

what would they want?

23
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government information

24

registration	

!
bills of mortality	

!
births & marriages	

!
parish members	

!
population	

!
patents, copyrights, trademarks

"inextricably linked with our understandings of 

state and government""

--John Agar, The Government Machine, 2003	
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government records
taxpayers	


military eligible	


aliens	


racial groups	


the poor	


professions	


midwives	


prostitutes	


cars	


'National Insurance'	


social security
25
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big data

26

Statistics: a 
word lately 
introduced to 
express a view 
or survey of any 
kingdom, 
country, or 
parish!
!

Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, 1797	


John Sinclair  
1754-1835

"Statistics should reveal the quantum of happiness in a 
population [and] the means of further improvement.""

—John Sinclair
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Scots &  
Statistics

27
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making states

28

 48. incorporation of towns"
 53. weights & measures"
 55. limited partners"
 59. recorder's office"
 64. officers of health"
 67. surveyors"
 69. librarian"
 72. register of wills"
 89. marks & brands"
 90. reporter"
 93. conveyances"
 95. common law"
117. incorp. of colleges"
123. assayer"

—Statutes of California, 1849-50

An act concerning..."
 1. public archive"
 2. state printer"
 3. pilots for SF"
 4. comptroller"
 5. treasurer"
 6. sec. of state"
 8. translator"
11. AG"
14. Supreme Court"
30. incorporation of cities"
36. commissioner of deeds"
41. notaries"
49. lawful fences"
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business interests
sorting operation: the clearing house	


"In a large room in Lombard-street, about thirty clerks from the 

several London bankers take their stations ... at desks placed 

around the room. ... From time to time other clerks from every 

house enter the room, and passing along, drop into the box the 

checks due by that firm to the house from which this distributor 

is sent. ... The whole of these payments are made by a double 

system of balance, a very small amount of bank notes passing from 

hand to hand.                    "

"[1839] £954 million was cleared--$250 billion in today's money."

29

--Babbage, On the Economy, 1835

--Campbell-Kelly & Aspray
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information  
technology

carbon paper 
Wedgewood, 1806	


typewriter  
Remington, 1874	


calculator 
Burroughs,1892	


cash  register  
mechanical register, 1884	


30

"No simple economic explanation …  
America was gadget happy""

--Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, Computer, 1996
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the office
clerks (UK)	

1871: 262,100  
1891: 534,622	

1911: 918,186	


female clerks  
1891: 17,859  
1911: 117,057	


1921, women 46% of all clerks	


typewriter girls	

1931, 212,296 female typists 
5,155 male typists

31
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back to government

"[An] Enumeration shall be made within three Years 
after the first Meeting of the Congress of the United 
States, and within every subsequent Term of ten 
Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct.""

!
!
!
!
!
!

32

28

483

1495

2000

Clerks

Spain: ! 1787!  
!
US: !! 1790!     
!
UK: !! 1801!     
!

!

Yearclerks Population Gain
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tabulating

Hollerith	


Electronic Tabulating Machine	


!

1890 Census	


"This apparatus works unerringly as the mills of 

the gods, but beats them hollow as to speed.""

 –The Electrical Engineer,  11 Nov 1891	


!

the punch card
33

Herman Hollerith  
1860-1929!
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government & business
Hollerith	


!

Tabulating Machine Company	


!

CTR:  
Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company	


!

Thomas Watson	


NCR to CTR  to ...

34

"Hollerith, then IBM, managed to maintain a near monopoly  

by periodically filing for new key patents or by 

acquiring those of unsuccessful rivals.""

-- Mounier-Kuhn,2012  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a new deal
Social Security Act, 1935	

!

"the world's largest bookkeeping job"

35
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controlling numbers

controlling people	

The Nazi Census --Aly & Roth, 2004"

IBM D11	


Census, 1933, 1939	


Labor Book, 1935	


Health Pedigree book, 1936	


Registry of the Populace, 1939	


Blood (high, average, acceptable, inferior), 1940	


Personal Identification Number, 1944
36
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still registering

37

"sailors ... trace their family 

.. .names upon the wrist ... If 

it were possible for such a 

practice to become 

universal  ... Who are you? ... 

no room for prevarication in 

the answer ... men were thus 

held as it were by an invisible 

chain.""

-- Jeremy Bentham,  
Principles of Penal Law  [1843]
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military takeover

38
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military processing
ballistics "firing tables"	


Vannevar Bush,1935, 	


Differential Analyzer	


39

analytical work	


(Babbage)	


Bush	


Shannon, "A Symbolic 
Analysis of Relay and 
Switching Circuits," 1937
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Harvard mark I
aka IBM Automatic Sequence  
Controlled Calculator

40
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military processing
!

Moore School	


Aberdeen Proving Ground	


!

Eckert & Mauchly	


!

!

!

1945, ENIAC	


41

John von Neumann  
1903-1957!
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decoding
1943, Colossus	


Bletchley Park

42

Alan Turing  
1912-1954"
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60 years on

43
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back to Thamus
"I went to see Professor Douglas Hartree, who had built the 

first differential analyzers in England and had more 

experience in using these very  specialized computers than 

anyone else. He told me that, in his opinion, all the 

calculations that would ever be needed in this country could 

be done on the three digital computers which were then being 

built—one in Cambridge, one in Teddington, and one in 

Manchester. No one else, he said, would ever need machines of 

their own, or would be able to afford to buy them.""

--Lord Bowden, American Scientist 58 (1970) pp. 43–53

44

[just one] "would suffice the needs of 

the whole world"     - Georg Scheutz
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only a foretaste
"In reports to the US government, and in funding 

requests to the military (to calculate the effects of 

thermonuclear explosions), von Neumann and his 

colleagues expressed the view that ‘at most six or so 

machines should suffice for the whole country.’ 

Turing, in an interview with the Times in 1949, 

declared: ‘This is only a foretaste of what is to 

come, and only the shadow of what is going to be … I 

do not see why it should not enter any one of the 

fields normally covered by the human intellect and 

eventually compete on equal terms.'""

—Philip Welch, London Review of Books, 2012

45Times, June 11, 1949!
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Manchester's  
mechanical brain

46
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overview
inventions 

past and future 

the demand side 

changing business 

changing perceptions
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back in business 
vertical integration

John Simmons  
Lyons & Cambridge (1947)	

ENIAC, EDVAC, UNIVAC	

EDSAC	


1954  
LEO (Lyons electronic office)  
CLEO (Clear language for 
expressing orders)	


from payroll to baking	


48
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breaking down

49

Cathode-ray 
tube memory, 
from the IBM 
701 Defense 

Calculator, 
1952
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1947 transistor  
Bell Labs  
John Bardeen, William Brattain, William Shockley	

!
1958 integrated circuit	

Texas Instruments  
Jack Kilby	

!
Shockley  
Fairchild  
Intel	


50

breaking things down
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corporate computing
1960 DEC PDP-1	

"programmable data processor""
!
1964 IBM 360	

!
1969 Xerox PARC	

"the architecture of information""
!
(1946 SRI)	

!

51
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vertical disintegration 1970-1990

Software IBM DEC 3d party 3d party 3d party

OS IBM DEC Apple AT&T-Unix Microsoft

CPU IBM DEC Apple Sun Intel & co

Hardware IBM DEC Apple Sun [IBM]/OEM

more breaking down
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overview
inventions 

past and future 

the demand side 

changing business 

changing perceptions
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rage against the machine
FSM 	

“And you've got to put your bodies upon the gears and upon the 
wheels, upon the levers, upon all the apparatus -- and you've got to 
make it stop! And you've got to indicate to the people who run it, 
to the people who own it -- that unless you're free the machine will 
be prevented from working at all!!”          —Mario Savio, December 2, 1964"

!
“I am a student at the University of California.  Please do not 
fold, spindle or mutilate me.”

54
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culture clash
home brew, fone freaks	


1975 Altair	


!
1976 Apple 1	

!
1983 Lisa	

!
1984 Macintosh

55
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fast forward

Stewart Brand, "Fanatic Life and 
Symbolic Death Among the Computer Bums""

--Rolling Stone, 7 December, 1972	


!
a libertarian vision 

Brand, Barlow, Dyson,  Gilder, Kelly, Rosetto,  	


"the internet ... an exciting kind of 
metaphor for spontaneous order”— Gilder"

!
!

--Fred Turner, From Cyberculture to Counterculture, 2006

56
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killer apps

Bravo,  1974	


!

!

Visicalc, 1978	


!

Lotus 1-2-3, 1983 	


!

Excel (for Mac), 1984

57

Charles Simonyi  
Xerox PARC

Dan Briklin &  
Bob Frankston  

HBS
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unix

Thompson,  Ritchie, & AT&T	

1965: AT&T, MIT& GE work on multics	


1969: multics to unix	

"What we wanted to preserve was not just a good environment in 

which to do programming, but a system around which a fellowship 

could form. We knew from experience that the essence of communal 

computing, as supplied by remote-access, time-shared machines, 

is not just to type programs into a terminal instead of a 

keypunch, but to encourage close communication.""

--Ritche, "Evolution  of the Unix Time-Sharing System" 

58

Ken Thompson  
Dennis Ritchie  
Bell Labs
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unix at ucb
1973: Thompson at Berkeley	


Bill Joy develops em editor	


1977: 1BSD released	


1979: 3BSD (for Vax)	


1981: 4.1BSD	


1983: 4.2 BSD (with tcp/ip stack)	


1-800-ITS-UNIX

59

Bill Joy  
UCB
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so ...
1991:  Networking release 2; 386 BSD	


!

1992:  AT&T sues UCB	


!

60
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settlement
1994 settlement: USL, UCB, Novell

61
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elsewhere ...

62

MIT 1983-GNU	


Finland 1991  

Richard Stallman  
MIT

Linus Torvalds  
Helsinki
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going open?

63
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the story so far
registering	


predicting	


calculating	


controlling	


communicating	


controlling again?

64
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coming up

65
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assignment
Watch	  the	  segments	  from	  Frank	  Capra’s	  “Why	  We	  Fight”	  films	  and	  Leni	  Riefenstahl’s	  
Triumph	  of	  the	  Will	  linked	  to	  on	  the	  syllabus	  page.	  Capra’s	  film	  was	  one	  of	  a	  series	  he	  made	  
for	  the	  US	  Army	  Signal	  Corps	  for	  showing	  to	  American	  troops	  in	  World	  War	  II.	  Riefenstahl	  
made	  her	  film	  at	  Hitler’s	  request	  as	  a	  record	  of	  the	  1934	  Nazi	  party	  rally	  in	  Nuremberg.	  Read	  
as	  well	  Marlin’s	  discussion	  of	  German	  and	  BriPsh	  propaganda	  in	  WWI.	  	  Both	  of	  these	  films	  
have	  been	  described	  as	  propaganda.	  Here	  are	  two	  definiPons	  of	  propaganda:	  

“In	  its	  true	  sense	  propaganda	  is	  a	  perfectly	  legiPmate	  form	  of	  human	  acPvity.	  Any	  
society,	  whether	  it	  be	  social,	  religious	  or	  poliPcal,	  which	  is	  possessed	  of	  certain	  beliefs,	  
and	  sets	  out	  to	  make	  them	  known,	  either	  by	  the	  spoken	  or	  wriTen	  words,	  is	  pracPcing	  
propaganda.”	  ScienPfic	  American,	  quoted	  by	  Bernays	  p.21.	  	  
Propaganda	  is	  “the	  aTempt	  to	  affect	  the	  personaliPes	  and	  to	  control	  the	  behavior	  of	  
individuals	  toward	  ends	  considered	  unscienPfic	  or	  or	  of	  doubXul	  value	  in	  a	  society	  at	  a	  
parPcular	  Pme.”	  Leonard	  Doob	  hTp://bit.ly/1hCLmrW	  

Pick	  ONE	  of	  these	  definiPons	  and	  use	  that	  definiPon	  to	  indicate	  whether	  it	  is	  adequate	  to	  
disPnguish	  these	  two	  films	  (a)	  from	  each	  other	  and	  (b)	  from	  films	  like	  a	  documentary	  or	  a	  
newsreel.	  Is	  propaganda	  in	  the	  eye	  of	  the	  beholder	  —	  a	  purely	  subjecPve	  judgment?

66
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2012
end of an era	


Minitel (1978-2012)   CEEFAX (1974-2012)
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